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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to discuss the design of an explicitly typed -calculus
corresponding to the Intersection Type Assignment System (IT ), which assigns
intersection types to the untyped -calculus. Two dierent proposals are given.
The logical foundation of all of them is the Intersection Logic IL.
1 Introduction
The intersection type assignment system (IT ) is a set of rules for assigning
types to terms of the untyped -calculus. The types of IT are formulae of
the implicational and conjuntive fragment of the predicate logic, which will
be denoted (with an abuse of notation) by LJ (Fig. 2). Formulae of LJ
are generated by the grammar:  ::= V j ( ! ) j ( ^ ) where V is a
denumerable set of constants. The system is in Fig. 1.
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(Ax
IT
)
x :  2  
  `
IT
x : 
(^I
IT
)
  `
IT
M :    `
IT
M : 
  `
IT
M :  ^ 
(^E
l
IT
)
  `
IT
M :  ^ 
  `
IT
M : 
(^E
r
IT
)
  `
IT
M :  ^ 
  `
IT
M : 
(! I
IT
)
  [ fx : g `
IT
M : 
  `
IT
x:M :  ! 
(! E
IT
)
  `
IT
M :  !    `
IT
N : 
  `
IT
MN : 
Fig. 1. The Intersection Type assignment system. Types are formulae of LJ .
Contexts are sets fx
1
: 
1
; : : : ; x
n
: 
n
g, where i 6= j implies x
i
6 x
j
.
c
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IT was introduced in the early Eighties by Mariangiola Dezani and Mario
Coppo [4], to extend the set of -terms typable by the Curry type assignment
system. The system has nice syntactical features. In particular, it has been
prov ed thatIT assigns types to all and only the strong normalizing terms [7].
The aim of this paper is to discuss the design of an explicitly typed -
calculus corresponding to IT .
The design of a typed v ersion of IT has been an open problem for a long
time. Indeed, from a foundational point of view, terms of a typed language en-
code proofs of a logical system. F or example, the simply typed -calculus and
the second order -calculus encode the proofs of the implicational fragment of
the propositional and the second order intuitionistic logic respectively; their
corresponding type assignments were dened only in a second step.
On the other hand, IT was directly dened as a type assignment system.
The problem of nding a logical foundation for it as been rst proposed b y
Hindley [5]: the main issue in order to solve it is to nd the logical form of
the conjunction introduction:
(^I
IT
)
  `
IT
M :    `
IT
M : 
  `
IT
M :  ^ 
:
In accordance with the \Curry-Howard isomorphism" between -terms and
proofs, the rule says that an intersection type  ^  can be built from the two
components  and  only in case they can be proved b y two \isomorphic"
proofs, in accordance with a notion of isomorphism that relates proofs, en-
coded b y the same term. This corresponds to a meta-theoretical restriction
on the introduction of the conjunction, and for this reason LJ is not the logic
supporting a foundation for IT .
A solution to the problem is to nd a logic that internalizes the meta
restrictions on (^I
IT
). Some solutions appeared recently. [2,3] introduce the
notion of hyperformulae, i.e., sequences of formulae of LJ prov ed in parallel.
[8 ] in troduces Intersection Logic (IL) where formulae are trees of formulae
of LJ . Moreover, [2] introduces also a typed -calculus, whose types are
in tersectiontypes.
Also, an independent proposal about an explicitly typed -calculus whose
types are, in fact, a superset of intersection types, is in [11] and [12]. Dierently
from the approaches of [2] and of the present paper, this language has not been
designed out of a logical system.
This paper introduces a couple of further proposal of in tersection typed
-calculi. The starting point is IL [8]. The rst proposal yields 
IT
, obtained
as decoration of proofs of IL. 
IT
is quite similar to the language in [11][12],
when types are restricted to ! and ^. Howev er,its logical foundation allows
for a deep analysis of its operational semantics, which is intrinsecally parallel.
A variant of 
IT
, 
0
IT
is studied too, where a more diÆcult formation rule of
terms allows for a completely sequential reduction system. Moreover a further
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(A
LJ
)
 2  
  `
LJ

(^I
LJ
)
  `
LJ
   `
LJ

  `
LJ
 ^ 
(^E
l
LJ
)
  `
LJ
 ^ 
  `
LJ

(^E
r
LJ
)
  `
LJ
 ^ 
  `
LJ

(! I
LJ
)
  [ fg `
LJ

  `
LJ
 ! 
(! E
LJ
)
  `
LJ
 !    `
LJ

  `
LJ

Fig. 2. Implicative and Conjunctive F ragment of Intuitionistic Logic (LJ).   is a
set of formulae.
language, 
2
IT
, is studied. 
2
IT
is a simplication of 
IT
, that partially gets
rid of unnecessary dierentiations among the derivations of IL due to the
commutative and associative properties of the connective ^. This language is
similar, but not identical, to that one proposed in [2 ].
The opinion of the author is that 
2
IT
cannot be further simplied, without
losing its logical foundation. Some justications to this claim are given in
Section 4.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the system IL and its
properties are recalled. In Section 3 and 4 the two languages 
IT
and 
2
IT
are
dened and their properties are given. In Section 5 a comparison with related
work is made.
2 Intersection Logic
This section is a survey of [8]. It in troduces In tersection Logic (IL) and
formalizes its correspondence with the intersection type assignment.
The formulae of IL are binary trees, with lea v eslabelled b y formulae of
LJ . The relation between IL and LJ can be informally described as follows:
a derivation  of IL groups a set, say LJ(), of derivations of LJ . Every
derivation 
0
2 LJ() can be obtained b y taking the leaf of a given path in
every tree of . In particular, the elements of LJ() share both the number of
instances and the application order of the rules that introduce and eliminate
!.
IL is obtained from the pre-Intersection Logic (pIL), recalled in Fig. 3, by
an equivalence relation.
Some necessary notions to understand the denition of pIL are in order.
Denition 2.1 i) A kit is a binary tree in the language generated b y the
follo wing grammar:
H;K ::=  j [K;K]
The lea ves of any kit, which we call also atoms, are formulae of LJ .
ii) A path is a string built over the set fl; rg; p; q, possibly indexed, denote
paths, and  denotes the empty path. The subtree of a kit H at the path p
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(A
pIL
)
8K 2  :K ' H H 2  
  `
pIL
H
(P
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K s 2 fl; rg ps 2 P
T
(K)
 n
ps
`
pIL
Kn
ps
(! E
pIL
)
  `
pIL
H ! K   `
pIL
H
  `
pIL
K
(! I
pIL
)
  [ fHg `
pIL
K
  `
pIL
H ! K
(^E
l
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K[p :=  ^  ]
  `
pIL
K[p := ]
(^E
r
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K[p :=  ^  ]
  `
pIL
K[p :=  ]
(^I
pIL
)
fH
1
[p := [
1
; 
1
]]; :::; H
n
[p := [
n
; 
n
]]g `
pIL
K[p := [;  ]]
fH
1
[p := 
1
]; :::; H
n
[p := 
n
]g `
pIL
K[p :=  ^  ]
Fig. 3. The pre Intersection L ogic. The context   is a set of kits. In rule (P ), the
notation  n
ps
stands for the distribution of the pruning to the elements of  .
is inductively dened as follows:
H

= H; [H
1
; H
2
]
lp
= H
p
1
; [H
1
; H
2
]
rp
= H
p
2
Otherwise, H
p
is undened.
A path p is dened in H ifH
p
is dened, and it is terminal in H ifH
p
is an
atom; the set of terminal paths of a kit H is denoted by P
T
(H). H[p := K]
denotes the kit resulting from the substitution of K for H
p
in H. The path
obtained b y concatenation of the two paths p and q is simply denoted b y
pq.
iii) H ' K if P
T
(H) = P
T
(K), i.e., H and K are two trees with exactly the
same structure, but which may dier only on the formulae at their leaves.
iv) Let H ' K. H ! K denotes the kit such that, for ev eryp 2 P
T
(H) =
P
T
(K), (H ! K)
p
is the atom H
p
! K
p
.
v) Let s 2 fl; rg, and let ps be a path, dened in H. The pruning of H at
path ps, is dened as follows:
Hn
ps
=H[p := H
ps
]
vi)  is the syntactical identity of both atoms, kits and paths.
The natural deduction system `
pIL
is giv enin Fig. 3.
Notation 2.1 F ormulaeof LJ ar eranged over by ;  . Kits ar eranged over
by H;K. T ermsof (typed) -calculus ar e ranged over by M;N; P;Q.  de-
notes the syntactical identity of both formulae, terms and kits.
The judgments of `
pIL
enjoy an invariant, i.e., fH
1
; : : : ; H
n
g `
pIL
K im-
plies H
i
' K (1  i  n). Let us call informally \corresponding" two lea v es
at the same path of two dierent tree. As will be formally stated later, if
fH
1
; :::; H
n
g `
pIL
K, and 
1
; :::; 
n
;  are corresponding nodes in H
1
; :::; H
n
; H
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respectively ,then f
1
; :::; 
n
g `
LJ
. Note the condition on the rule (^I
pIL
):
intersection between two leaves can be introduced just in case the correspond-
ing leaves in every tree of the context are labelled b y the same atom. This
condition realizes the internalization of the meta-theoretical restriction on the
rule (^I
IT
), discussed in the in troduction. The structural rule (P
pIL
) allows
for a manipulation of the structure of the trees involved in the derivation,
and is essential for the normalization procedure. The Intersection Logic (IL)
is obtained from pIL b y eliminating unnecessary dierentiations among the
deductions of `
pIL
. In particular, deductions in IL are the deductions of `
pIL
up to the order of applications of the rules dealing with the intersection, when
applied on dierent paths.
Denition 2.2 [Intersection Logic] Intersection L ogic, abbreviated as IL, is
the set
`
pIL
=

of all the deductions of `
pIL
, quotiented b y the congruence ,
which is the reexive and transitive closure of the follo wing rules:
(^E
s
0
pIL
)
(^E
s
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
][q := 
l
^ 
r
]
  `
pIL
K[p := 
s
][q := 
l
^ 
r
]
  `
pIL
K[p := 
s
][q := 
s
0
]

(^E
s
pIL
)
(^E
s
0
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
][q := 
l
^ 
r
]
  `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
][q := 
s
0
]
  `
pIL
K[p := 
s
][q := 
s
0
]
(^E
s
pIL
)
(^I
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
][q := [
l
; 
r
]]
 n
qs
0
`
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
][q := 
l
^ 
r
]
 n
qs
0
`
pIL
K[p := 
s
][q := 
l
^ 
r
]

(^I
pIL
)
(^E
s
pIL
)
  `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
][q := [
l
; 
r
]]
  `
pIL
K[p := 
s
][q := 
l
; 
r
]
 n
qs
0
`
pIL
K[p := 
s
][q := 
l
^ 
r
]
being s; s
0
2 fl; rg, and p; q two dierent paths.
Let  be a derivation in IL, i.e., an equivalence class of derivations in pIL.
We will denote by  2  the fact that the derivation  in pIL belongs to this
class.
In order to reason about the relationship between LJ , IT and IL, a \dec-
oration" of all three systems is used. The decoration is developed in analogy
to the, so called, \Curry-Howard isomorphism". Every deduction  is associ-
ated to a -term that records some structural properties of . Note that the
decoration is not standard, since the -term associated to  is untyped, and
does not encode the whole structure of . On the contrary, it just records the
order of the occurrences of the rules in troducing and eliminating !, inside
. Observe that decorations of derivations in pIL are in variant under the
equivalence introduced in Denition 2.2; so they can be seen as decorations of
derivations of IL.
Denition 2.3 Let  2 fLJ; pILg, and A;B;C; ::: be meta-variables for de-
noting either atoms or kits and let   fA;B;C; :::g.
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i) Every  proving  `

A can be decorated b ya -term T
dom(

)
(), where


is a decoration of , and, if 

 fx
1
: A
1
; : : : ; x
n
: A
n
g, then dom(

)
is the set fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g. The decoration of `

is denoted by `
+

and is induc-
tively dened as:
  : (A

)
A 2 
 `

A
) (A
+

)
x : A 2 



`
+

x : A
where, if  = fA
1
; :::; A
n
g then


= fx
1
: A
1
; :::; x
n
: A
n
g, where i 6= j implies x
i
6 x
j
and T
x
()  x;
  : (! I

)

1
:  [ fAg `

B
 `

A! B
)
(! I
+

)


[ fx : Ag `
+

T
dom(

)[fxg
(
1
) : B x 62 dom(

)


`
+

x:T
dom(

)[fxg
(
1
) : A! B
and T
dom(

)
()  x:T
dom(

)[fxg
(
1
);
  : (! E

)

1
:  `

A! B 
2
:  `

A
 `

B
)
(! E
+

)


`
+

T
dom(

)
(
1
) : A! B 

`
+

T
dom(

)
(
2
) : A


`
+

T
dom(

)
(
1
)T
dom(

)
(
2
) : B
and T
dom(

)
()  T
dom(

)
(
1
)T
dom(

)
(
2
);
  : (P
pIL
)

1
: fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
H
fK
1
n
ps
; : : : ; K
n
n
ps
g `
pIL
Hn
ps
)
(P
+
pIL
)
fx
1
: K
1
; : : : ; x
n
: K
n
g `
+
pIL
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : H
fx
1
: K
1
n
ps
; : : : ; x
n
: K
n
n
ps
g `
+
pIL
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : Hn
ps
and T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
()  T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
);
  : (^E
s

)

1
:  `

A
l
^ A
r
 `

A
s
) (^(E
s

)
+
)


`
+

T
dom(

)
(
1
) : A
l
^ A
r


`
+

T
dom(

)
(
1
) : A
s
and T
dom(

)
()  T
dom(

)
(
1
).
  : (^I
pIL
)

1
:   fH
1
[p := [
1
; 
1
]]; :::; H
n
[p := [
n
; 
n
]]g `
pIL
K[p := [;  ]]
fH
1
[p := 
1
]; :::; H
n
[p := 
n
]g `
pIL
K[p :=  ^  ]
)
(^I
+
pIL
)


 fx
i
: H
i
[p := [
i
; 
i
] j 1  i  ng `
+
pIL
T
dom(

)
(
1
) : K[p := [;  ]]
fx
1
: H
1
[p := 
1
]; :::; x
n
: H
n
[p := 
n
]g `
pIL
T
dom(

)
() : K[p :=  ^  ]
and T
dom(

)
()  T
dom(

)
(
1
).
  : (^I
LJ
)

1
:  `
LJ
 
2
:  `
LJ

 `
LJ
 ^ 
)
(^I
+
LJ
)


`
+
LJ
T
dom(

)
(
1
) : 


`
+
LJ
T
dom(

)
(
2
) : 
T
dom(

)
(
1
) =

T
dom(

)
(
2
)
 `
+
LJ
T
dom(

)
() :  ^ 
and T
dom(

)
()  T
dom(

)
(
1
)  T
dom(

)
(
2
).
ii) U() = fT
dom(

)
() j  :  `

A and 

is adecoration of g
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Notice that, b y construction, M;N 2 U() implies M and N can dier
each other b y renaming of both free and bound variables. We will call U()
the form of .
The next theorem shows that each derivation of `
IL
corresponds to a set
of derivations in LJ with the same form.
Theorem 2.4 (From IL to LJ) L et : fK
1
;: : :; K
n
g `
IL
H. F orall paths
p terminal in H, 
p
: fK
p
1
; : : : ; K
p
n
g `
LJ
H
p
, and U(
p
) = U().
Denition 2.5 A judgment fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
IL
H is proper if and only if H
and ev eryK
i
are atoms (1  i  n).
Theorem 2.6 (IL and IT ) Let  be a prop er derivation. : f
1
; : : : ; 
n
g `
IL
 if and only if fx
1
: 
1
; : : : ; x
n
: 
n
g `
IT
T
fx
1
:::x
n
g
() :  .
On the system IL some reduction rules can be dened.
Denition 2.7

A ^-IL-rewriting step on  is:
(^E
s
)
(^I)
fH
1
[p := [
1
; 
1
]]; : : : ;H
n
[p := [
n
; 
n
]]g `
pIL
K[p := [
l
; 
r
]]
fH
1
[p := 
1
]; : : : ;H
n
[p := 
n
]g `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
]
fH
1
[p := 
1
]; : : : ;H
n
[p := 
n
]g `
pIL
K[p := 
s
]
;
^
(P )
fH
1
[p := [
1
; 
1
]]; : : : ;H
n
[p := [
n
; 
n
]]g `
pIL
K[p := [
l
; 
r
]]
f(H
1
[p := 
1
]); : : : ; (H
n
[p := 
n
])g `
pIL
K[p := 
s
]

A !-IL-rewriting step on  is:
(! E)
(! I)

0
:  ;H `
pIL
K
  `
pIL
H ! K

1
:   `
pIL
H
  `
pIL
K
;
!
S(
1
;
0
) :   ` K
where S(;
0
) is the deductive structure obtained from 
0
b y
- replacing ev ery axiom of the shape  
0
[ fHg `
pIL
H b y the derivation

1
:   [ fHg `
pIL
H (it is always possible since  
0
  );
- changing the contexts according with the previous substitution.
In [8] it has been prov ed that rule (P ) is redundant, i.e., each derivation in
IL can be transformed into an equivalent one which does not hav e instances of
this rule. Using this property, it can be prov ed thatIL is strongly normalizing,
with respect to the rewriting rules given in the previous denition (the proof
has been given in [8]).
Example 2.8 Let  and  denote respectively the formula (! )^(! )
and  ^ , and let   = fx : ; y : g. Let also the following deduction be
giv en:
(! E
IT
)
(^E
l
IT
)
(A
IT
)
  `
IT
x : 
  `
IT
x : ! 
(^E
l
IT
)
(A
IT
)
  `
IT
y : 
  `
IT
y : 
  `
IT
xy : 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A quite similar deduction prov es   `
IT
xy : , so b y rule (^I
IT
),   `
IT
xy :  ^ . The corresponding derivation in IL is the following, where  =
f[; ]; [;  ]g:
(^I
IL
)
(! E
IL
)
(^E
r
IL
)
(^E
l
IL
)
(A
IL
)
 `
IL
[; ]
 `
IL
[! ; ]
 `
IL
[! ; ! ]
(^E
r
IL
)
(^E
l
IL
)
(A
IL
)
 `
IL
[;  ]
 `
IL
[;  ]
 `
IL
[; ]
 `
IL
[; ]
f; g `
IL
 ^ 
3 Intersection Typed -calculus I
The rst proposal of an intersection typed -calculus (
IT
) is obtained b y
completely decorating the derivations of IL with terms.
It will turn out that 
IT
is a pr oper sub-set of the language L, generated
b ythe grammar:
M;N ::= x

j (M
!
N

)

j (x

:M

)
!
j (M

^N

)
^
j
(D
l
(M
^
))

j (D
r
(M
^
))

where ;  and  are formulae of LJ . In particular, the terms with form
(M

^N

)
^
represent a pair. We hav e not used the more standard notation
hM

; N

i
^
to highlight that the pairs of 
IT
are not at all standard. Indeed,
we shall prov e that the erasure of the types of bothM

andN

in (M

^N

)
^
necessarily yields the same untyped -term.
The next denition describes the algorithm D decorating IL. D takes as
input a derivation in IL and gives as output its decoration. The decorated
system is called `

. The algorithm is quite standard, but:
- every leaf of a kit is decorated by a term, in such a way that decorations
of dierent leaves of the same kit hav e identical erasures,
- in the rule (! E) a control is made on variable names, in order to assure
an \hygiene" condition which is useful for dening the operation semantics.
In the following, we will use the notations FV (M), BV (M) and FBV (M)
for denoting respectively the set of free, bound and both free and bound
variables variables of a (typed or untyped) term M .
Denition 3.1 i) A typed kit T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() is a tree whose leav es are labelled
b y -terms, typed with formulae of LJ , and whose set of free variables is
fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g.
ii) Let  be a formula of LJ : x

denotes a typed variable whose type is  and
whose erasure is x. Let H be a kit, and x a variable. t(H; x) is a tree such
that t(H; x) ' H, and (t(H; x))
p
 x
H
p
, for every p terminal in H.
iii) The algorithm D decorating IL and the erasure function E : 
IT
!  are
mutually dened in the following.
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 F or every  and , such that  2  and  : fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
IL
H, D maps
 to the judgment ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : H, where
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() ' H. If   is the context fK
1
; :::; K
n
g then t( ) denotes the
context ft(K
1
; x
1
); :::; t(K
n
; x
n
)g. D is dened by cases on the last rule of
, as follows:
D( : (A
pIL
)
  [ fHg `
pIL
H
) = (A)
t( ) [ ft(H; x)g `

t(H; x) : H
with T
x
()  t(H; x);
D( : (P
pIL
)

1
: fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
K s 2 fl; rg ps 2 P
T
(K)
fK
1
n
ps
; : : : ; K
n
n
ps
g `
pIL
Kn
ps
) =
(P )
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : K s 2 fl; rg ps 2 P
T
(K)
ft(K
1
; x
1
)n
ps
; : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)n
ps
g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : Kn
ps
with T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
()  T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
)n
ps
;
D( : (! I
pIL
)

1
: fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
; Hg `
pIL
K
fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
H ! K
) =
(! I)
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
); t(H; x)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
;xg
(
1
) : K
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : H ! K
with T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() such that, for every path p 2 P
T
(H), (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p

(t(H; x)
p
:(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
;xg
(
1
))
p
)
(H!K)
p
;
D( : (! E
pIL
)

1
: fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
H ! K 
2
: fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
H
fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
K
) =
(! E)
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : H ! K
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
2
) : H
BV (E(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))) \ BV (E(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
2
))) = ;
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : K
with T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() such that, for every path p 2 P
T
(H), (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p

((T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
p
(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
2
))
p
)
K
p
;
D( : (^I
pIL
)

1
: fH
1
[p := [
1
; 
1
]]; : : : ; H
n
[p := [
n
; 
n
]]g `
pIL
K[p := [;  ]]
fH
1
[p := 
1
]; : : : ; H
n
[p := 
n
]g `
pIL
K[p :=  ^  ]
) =
(^I)
ft(H
1
[p := [
1
; 
1
]]; x
1
); : : : ; t(H
n
[p := [
n
; 
n
]]; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : K[p := [;  ]]
ft(H
1
[p := 
1
]; x
1
); : : : ; t(H
n
[p := 
n
]; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : K[p :=  ^  ]
with (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p
 ((T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
pl
^ (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
pr
)
^
.
Let s 2 fl; rg. Then:
D( : (^E
s
pIL
)

1
: fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
K[p := 
l
^ 
r
]
fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
K[p := 
s
]
) =
(^E
s
)
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : K[p := 
l
^ 
r
]
ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `

T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : K[p := 
s
]
with
(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p
 (D
s
((T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
p
))

s
,
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 The erasing function E maps every M 2 
IT
to an untyped -term, as
follo ws:
E(x

)=x
E((M
!
N

)

)=E(M
!
)E(N

)
E((x

:M

)
!
)=x:E(M

)
E((M

^N

)
^
)=E(M

) if E(M

)  E(N

), undened otherwise
E((D
s
(M

l
^
r
))

s
)=E(M

l
^
r
) s 2 fl; rg

IT
is the set of terms t such that t  (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p
, for some  :
fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
pIL
K, some set fx
1
; ::; x
n
g, and some p 2 P
T
(K).
The next property states that the erasing function E is totally dened. Its
proof states that D, applied to a derivation , generates a typed kit such that
the erasure of all the -terms attached to its leaves yield identical untyped
-terms belonging to the form of .
Property 3.1 L et : fH
1
; : : : ; H
n
g `
pIL
K be given. Then:
i) E(M) 2 U(), for every M which is a leaf of T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
().
ii) E(M)  E(N), for every M and N , which ar eleaves of T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
().
iii) E(M

)  E(N

), for every (M

^N

)
^
which is a leaf of T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
().
Proof. i) and ii) b yinduction on . iii) follows from ii). 2
Moreover Property 3.1 assures that D well behav es with respect to the
equivalence classes of IL, i.e., typed terms encode derivations in IL.
If S is a set of typed variable, let E(S) be the set of its erasures. Terms
of 
IT
satisfy a kind of hygiene condition on the names of v ariables, stronger
than the one dened b y Barendregt [1]. In order to dene formally such a
condition, let us introduce a notation for speaking about subterms of a given
term, using the already dened notion of path. For sake of clarity, we will not
specify the whole type decoration in writing terms of 
IT
.
Denition 3.2 Let M 2 
IT
, and let p be a path. The subterm ofM at path
p is inductively dened as follo ws:

(M)

= M ;

(MN)
lp
= (M)
p
,(MN)
rp
= (N)
p
;

(x

:M)
p
= (M)
p
;

(M ^N)
lp
= (M)
p
, (M ^N)
rp
= (N)
p
;

(D
s
(M))
p
= (M)
p
(s 2 fl; rg).
Property 3.2 L et : fH
1
; : : : ; H
n
g `
IL
K. F orevery fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g and  2
, every term M which is a leaf of T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
()) is such that:
i) E(FV (M)) and E(BV (M)) ar edisjoint;
ii) Let x

:N and y

:P be two dierent subterms of M . E(x

)  E(y

) if
and only if there is Q ^ Q
0
 (M)
p
, for some p, and a path q such that
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x

:N  (Q ^Q
0
)
lq
and x

:P  (Q ^Q
0
)
rq
.
Proof.
i) Easy, since the system `

is a natural deduction system, without an explicit
weakening rule;
ii) By the condition on variable names in the rule (! E).
2
P oint i) of the previous property says that erasures of free and bound variables
are dierent. P oint ii) is peculiar, and it is quite important for dening the
operational semantics of 
IT
: dierent bound variables hav e the same erasure
if and only if they are \corresponding" subterms of an in tersection term, i.e.,
if they correspond to the same untyped subterm.
The reduction rules of the system `

derive from those of the system
`
IL
, as in the next denition. The renaming of variables in the denition of
the !-rewriting step assures that the h ygienecondition on variable names is
preserved b yrewriting.
Denition 3.3

The ^-rewriting step on the system `

is just the decorated
v ersion of the ^-IL-rewriting step on `
IL
, dened in Denition 2.7.

A !-rewriting step on on the system `

is:
(! E)
 : (! I)

0
:  

; t(H;x) `

T
dom( 

)[fxg
(
0
) : K
 

`

T
dom( 

)
() : H ! K

1
:  

`

T
dom( 

)
(
1
) :
H
  `

K
;
!
;
!
S(
1
;
0
) :   `

K
where S(
1
;
0
) is the deductive structure obtained from 
0
b y:
- replacing every axiom of the shape  
0
[ fHg `
pIL
H b y a copy of the
derivation 
1
:   [ fHg `
pIL
H, in such a way that dierent copies hav e
disjoint set of bound variables (it is always possible since  
0
  );
- changing the contexts according with the previous substitution.
The rewriting steps of IL, dened in Denition 2.7, induce a rewriting
system for 
IT
.
Denition 3.4 i) The rewriting rules for 
IT
are the following:
((x

:M

)
!
N

)

!

(M [N

=x

])

(D
l
((M

^N

)
^
)

!
^
M

(D
r
((M

^N

)
^
)

!
^
N

where ((x

:M

)
!
N

)

and (D
s
((M

^ N

)
^
)

(s 2 fr; lg) are called
respectively a -pre-redex and a ^-redex.
ii) Let M;N 2 
IT
. Let R
1
; :::; R
n
be all and only the -pre-redexes inM such
that E(R
1
)  E(R
2
)  :::  E(R
n
), and let R
i
 (x

i
:M
i
[x
i1
; :::; x
im
])P
i
,
where x
ij
denotes the j-th occurrence of x

i
in M
i
(1  i  n; 1  j  m).
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Let P
i1
; :::; P
im
be m copies of P
i
such that for all i; j, BV (P
ih
) = BV (P
jh
)
and h 6= k implies BV (P
ih
) \ BV (P
ik
) = ;. Let N be obtained from M b y
replacing every R
i
b yM
i
[P
i1
=x
i1
; :::; P
im
=x
im
]. Then M !
IT

N . The set
fR
1
; :::; R
n
g is called a -redex.
iii) !
IT
is the union of the two reductions !
IT

and !
IT
^
. !

IT
denotes the
reexive and transitive closure of !
IT
.
The denition of !
IT

looks in volv ed,but it is v ery natural, as it can be
seen in the following example. The renaming of variables in the substitution
is necessary for mantaining the h ygienecondition.
Example 3.5 Let a; b; c; d denote respectively the types  ! ,  !  ,
( ! ) ! ( ! ) !  and ( ! ) ! ( ! ) ! . Then M 
((y
a
:x
c
yy)(z

:z)^(y
b
:x
d
yy)(z

:z))
^
is a well formed term of 
IT
. Then
f(y
a
:x
c
yy)(z

:z); (y
b
:x
d
yy)(z

:z)g is a -redex and
M !
IT

x
c
(t

:t)(v

:v) ^ x
d
(t

:t)(v

:v).
The proof of strong normalization of derivations of IL assures the strong
normalization of `

, and consequently the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.6 
IT
is strongly normalizing with respect to the reduction!
IT
.
The operational behaviour of 
IT
, as dened before, needs some comments.
In the system IL the connective ! has a global behaviour: indeed both its
introduction and elimination act in parallel in all the leav eas of the in volved
kits. On the contrary the connective ^ has a standard local behaviour. This is
reected in the rewriting rules dened in Denition 2.7. The global behaviour
of! giv es rise, in the typed setting, to the rule!
IT

. Property 3.1 assures us
that, if two subterms come from the same kit, then their erasures are identical,
and so the denition of the reduction !
IT

is correct. But it is important to
point out that -rule is not correct in this setting: fortunately we don't need
it, since Property 3.2.i).
Terms of 
IT
can be dened independently from the logical system, in the
follo wing way:
Denition 3.7 The language 
IT
is inductively dened as follows:

 2 LJ and x 2 V ar imply x

2 
IT
;

M

2 
IT
and x

62 BV (M

) and there is no  6  such that x

2
FBV (M

) imply (x

:M

)
!
2 
IT
;

M
!
2 
IT
and N

2 
IT
and (E(BV (M
!
)) and E(BV (N

)) disjoint)
and (x

2 FV (M
!
) and y

2 FV (N

) and  6  imply x 6 y) imply
(M
!
N

)

2 
IT
.

M

2 
IT
and N

2 
IT
and E(M

)  E(N

) imply (M

^N

)
^
2 
IT
;

M
^
2 
IT
implies (D
s
(M
^
))

2 
IT
, where    if s  l, and   
if s  r.
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Denition 3.7 generates terms that satisfy property 3.2, and so the reduc-
tion is correctly dened.
The denition of 
IT
given independently from the logical system is not
standard, because of the constraints assuring the h ygiene condition on vari-
ables names. But it is possible to giv ea dierent denition of both the lan-
guage and the reduction, in such a way that the reduction is dened in the
standard way as contextual closure of some reduction rules. The resulting
language, which we call 
0
IT
, is dened in the next denition.
Denition 3.8 i) The language 
0
IT
is inductively dened as follows:
  2 LJ and x 2 V ar imply x

2 
0
IT
;
 M

2 
0
IT
implies (x

:M

)
!
2 
0
IT
;
 M
!
2 
0
IT
and N

2 
0
IT
imply (M
!
N

)

2 
0
IT
.
 M

2 
0
IT
and N

2 
0
IT
and E(M

) = E(N

) imply (M

^N

)
^
2 
0
IT
where = is the untyped --equality;
 M
^
2 
0
IT
implies (D
s
(M
^
))

2 
0
IT
, where    if s  l, and   
if s  r.
ii) The rewriting relation for 
0
IT
(!
IT
0
) is the contextual closure of the fol-
lowing rules:
(x

:M

)
!
!

(y

:M [y

=x

]

)
!
(y

62 FV (M

))
((x

:M

)
!
N

)

!

(M [N

=x

])

(D
l
((M

^N

)
^
)

!
^
M

(D
r
((M

^N

)
^
)

!
^
N

.
Property 3.3 Both 
0
IT
and its op er ationalsemantics ar ewell dened.
Proof. Since terms typable in IT are all strongly normalizing, = is decidable.
2
Clearly 
IT
and 
0
IT
are equivalent, in the following sense. Two translation
functions can be dened, F : 
IT
! 
0
IT
and G : 
0
IT
! 
IT
such that:

M;N 2 
IT
and M !
IT
N imply F (M) !

IT
0
F (N) (where !

IT
0
is the
transitive closure of !
IT
0
);

M;N 2 
0
IT
and M !
IT
0
N implies there is P 2 
IT
0
such that M !

IT
0
P
and G(M)!
IT
G(P ).
4 Intersection Typed -calculus II
F rom a proof-theoretical point of view, 
IT
, and its variant 
0
IT
, is certainly a
correct typed version of IT. However, 
IT
might not be completely satisfactory
from a user point of view. The associativity and the commutativity of the
connective ^ introduce annoying and useless syntactical dierences between
terms with the same semantics. Here below there is an example of this:
Example 4.1 The terms P
1
; P
2
; P
3
dened as follows belong to 
IT
.
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P
1
 ((x

:x

)
!
^((x

:x

)
!
^(x

:x

)
!
)
((!)^(!))
)
(!)^((!)^(!))
P
2
 (((x

:x

)
!
^(x

:x

)
!
)
((!)^(!))
^(x

:x

)
!
)
((!)^(!))^(!)
.
P
3
 (((x

:x

)
!
^(x

:x

)
!
)
((!)^(!))
^(x

:x

)
!
))
((!)^(!))^(!))
.
P
1
, P
2
and P
3
are dierent typed terms, but their types are semantically
equivalent.
We will try to dene a new typed language, in order to better deal with the
associative and commutative property of ^: the idea is to allow the connective
^ to hav e not xed arity.
Denition 4.2 [Generalized systems gLJ , gIT and gIL]
i) Let the generalize dLJ formulae be dened b ythe follo wing grammar:
 ::= V j  !  j  ^ ::: ^ 
| {z }
n2
ii) The generalize d systemgLJ is obtained from that one in Fig. 2, by replacing
rules (^I
LJ
) and (^E
s
LJ
) (s 2 fl; rg) by the following rules:
(^I
gLJ
)
  `
gLJ

1
:::   `
gLJ

n
  `
gLJ

1
^ ::: ^ 
n
(^E
i
1
;:::;i
m
gLJ
)
  `
gLJ

1
^ ::: ^ 
n
fi
1
; :::; i
m
g  f1; :::; ng
  `
gLJ

i
1
^ ::: ^ 
i
m
iii) The generalize dtyp eassignment system gIT is obtained from that one in
Fig. 1, b y replacing rules (^I
IT
) and (^E
s
IT
) (s 2 fl; rg) b y the following
rules:
(^I
gIT
)
  `
gIT
M : 
1
:::   `
gIT
M : 
n
  `
gIT
M : 
1
^ ::: ^ 
n
(^E
i
gIT
)
  `
gIT
M : 
1
^ ::: ^ 
n
fi
1
; :::; i
m
g  f1; :::ng
  `
gIT
M : 
i
1
^ ::: ^ 
i
m
iv) A generalize dkit is a binary tree whose leaves are labelled b y generalized
formulae of gLJ . Let K
^
 
1
^ ::: ^ 
n
, where 
1
; :::; 
n
are the names
of the lea v esof K, read in pre-order. The generalized system `
gpIL
derives
judgments   `
gpIL
K, where   is a sequence of generalized kits and K is a
generalized kit. Its rules are the rules of the system pIL, but for the rules
(^I
pIL
) and (^E
s
pIL
), which are replaced b ythe rules:
(^I
gpIL
)
fH
1
[p := H]; :::; H
n
[p := H]g `
gpIL
K[p := K
0
] 8q 2 P
T
(H):H
q
 
fH
1
[p :=  ]; :::; H
n
[p :=  ]g `
gpIL
K[p := K
0
^
]
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(^E
i
gpIL
)
  `
gpIL
K[p := 
1
^ ::: ^ 
n
] fi
1
; :::; i
m
g  f1; :::ng
  `
gpIL
K[p := 
i
1
^ ::: ^ 
i
m
]
v) The generalize dIntersection L ogic gIL is the set `
gpIL
= , where the
congruence relation  between derivations is the obvious extension to the
generalized case of that one dened in Denition 2.2.
It is easy to check that the relationship between the three systems is preserved,
i.e., the follo wing theoremsholds:
Theorem 4.3 L et : fK
1
;: : :; K
n
g `
gIL
H. F orall path p terminal in H,
f
p
: K
p
1
; : : : ; K
p
n
g `
gLJ
H
p
, and U(
p
) = U().
Theorem 4.4 L et be a prop er derivation ingIL. Then  : f
1
; : : : ; 
n
g `
gIL
 if, and only if, fx
1
: 
1
; : : : ; x
n
: 
n
g `
gIT
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() :  .
In both the systems the notion of normalization is extended in the obvious
way, by taking into account the generalized arity of the connective ^. Clearly
the strong normalization property is preserved too. The intersection typed
-calculus 
2
IT
will be dened through a decoration of the derivations of the
system `
gpIL
.
Denition 4.5 i) A generalize dtyp edkit T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() is a generalized tree
whose leav es are labelled b y -terms, typed with generalized formulae of
gLJ , and whose set of free variables is fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g. t(H; x) is dened as in
Denition 3.1.ii).
ii) The algorithm D
0
decorating gIL and the erasure function E : 
0
IT
!  are
mutually dened as follo ws.
 For every  and , such that  2  and  : fK
1
; : : : ; K
n
g `
gIL
H,
D
0
maps  to the judgment ft(K
1
; x
1
); : : : ; t(K
n
; x
n
)g `
g
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(),
where T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() ' H. The denition of D
0
coincides with the one of
D, but for the follo wing cases:
D
0
( :
(^I
gpIL
)
fH
1
[p := H]; :::; H
n
[p := H]g `
gpIL
K[p := K
0
] 8q 2 P
T
(H):H
q
 
fH
1
[p :=  ]; :::; H
n
[p :=  ]g `
gpIL
K[p := K
0
^
]
) =
(^I
g
)
ft(H
1
[p := H]; x
1
); : : : ; t(H
n
[p := H]; x
n
)g `
g
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : K[p := K
0
]
(E(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
)))
pq
 (E(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
)))
pq
(pq 2 P
T
(K))
ft(H
1
[p :=  ]; x
1
); : : : ; t(H
n
[p :=  ]; x
n
)g `
g
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : K[p := K
0
^
]
with (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p
 (M

1
1
^ ::: ^M

n
n
)

1
^:::^
n
, if (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
pq
i

M

i
i
, where q
i
is the i-th subpath of p in the pre-order reading, such that
pq
i
2 P
T
(K). Moreov er, for every q disjoint from p and q 2 P
T
(K),
(T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
q
 (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
q
;
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D
0
( : (^E
i
1
;:::;i
m
pIL
)
 `
pIL
K[p := 
1
^ ::: ^ 
n
]
 `
pIL
K[p := 
i
1
^ ::: ^ 
i
m
]
) =
(^E
i
1
;:::;i
m
g
)

1
: t() `
g
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
) : K[p := 
1
^ ::: ^ 
n
]
t() `
g
T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
() : K[p := 
i
1
^ ::: ^ 
i
m
]
where, if  = fK
1
; :::; K
n
g, then t() = ft(K
1
; x
1
); :::; t(K
n
; x
n
)g and
if (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(
1
))
p
M

1
^:::^
n
, then (T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
())
p

(D
i
1
;:::;i
m
(M

1
^:::^
n
))

i
1
^:::^
i
m
.
 The erasing function E maps ev eryM 2 
2
IT
to an untyped -term, as
follows:
E(x

)= x
E((M
!
N

)

)=E(M
!
)E(N

)
E((x

:M

)
!
)=x:E(M

)
E((M

1
1
^ ::: ^M

n
n
)

1
^:::^
n
)=E(M

1
1
) if E(M

i
i
)  E(M

j
j
);
undened otherwise
E((D
i
1
;:::;i
m
(M

1
1
^ ::: ^M

n
n
))

i
1
^:::^
i
m
)=E(M

i
1
i
1
^ ::: ^M

i
m
i
m
)

2
IT
is the set of typed terms of L which are leaves of T
fx
1
;:::;x
n
g
(), for some
 and some fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g . The rewriting steps of the generalized system `
gpIL
induce a rewriting system for 
2
IT
, obtained from Denition 3.4 b y replacing
rule !
^
b ythe follo wing rule:
(D
i
1
;:::;i
m
((M

1
1
^ :::^M

n
n
)

1
^:::^
n
)

i
1
^:::^
i
m
!
^
(M

i
1
i
1
^ :::^M

i
m
i
m
)

i
1
^:::^
i
m
The strong normalization of derivations of IL assures that the following
theorem holds:
Theorem 4.6 
2
IT
is strongly normalizing.
It is possible to dene terms of 
2
IT
independently from the logical system,
in a similar way as we did in the previous section for language 
IT
.
Example 4.7 The three terms in the Example 4.1 belong to 
2
IT
. The term:
P
4
 ((x

:x

)
!
^ (x

:x

)
!
^ (x

:x

)
!
)
(!)^(!)^(!)
belongs to 
2
IT
but not to 
IT
.
It seems now natural to ask for a further simplication of the typed lan-
guage, to avoid reduntant terms. More precisely, we would lik e to hav e a
language such that the term P
4
belongs to it, but neither P
1
nor P
2
nor P
3
do.
It is easy to check that the nested subterms of P
i
(1  i  3) arise from
the fact that the derivations encoded b y these terms hav e two consecutive
applications of rule (^I
gIL
). So, in order to impose to typed terms that com-
ponents of intersection terms cannot be in their turn intersection terms, while
preserving the property that typed terms encode derivations, it is necessary
to restrict the set of derivations, considering just that ones having not con-
secutive applications of rule (^I
gIL
). It is easy to c heck that every derivation
can be transformed in a derivation of this kind. However, such condition on
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derivations is not preserved under reduction. In fact, let consider the following
two terms (where, for reasons of readability, not all the subterms are decorated
with types):
Q
1
 (x
^
:y
((^)^(^))!
:y(x ^ x))(N

^ P

)
^
and
Q
2
 (x

:(M

1
^M

2
)
^
)P

^ (x

0
:(N

0
1
^N

0
2
)

0
^
0
)Q

0
Both Q
1
and Q
2
satisfy the requirement (components of an intersection
term are not in their turn intersection terms), but they reduce respectively to:
Q
0
1
 (y
((^)^(^))!
:y((N

^ P

)
^
^ (N

^ P

)
^
))
and
Q
0
2
 ((M
1
[P

=x

])

^(M
2
[P

=x

])

)
^
^((N
1
[Q

0
=x

0
])

0
^(N
2
[Q

0
=x

0
])

0
)

0
^
0
which both do not obey the constraint.
5 Conclusions and comparison with related works
In this paper the design of an intersection typed -calculus is discussed, start-
ing from the assumption that a typed language must be dened as decoration
of derivations in some logic. In particular two dierent proposals are made, all
obtained from the In tersectionLogic (IL), introduced in [8], which has been
proved to be a correct logical foundation for the Intersection Type Assign-
ment System. 
IT
is obtained b ydecorating IL. The operational semantics
of 
IT
is inherited from the normalization procedure of IL, where both the
introduction and the elimination of the arrow hav e a global behaviour. So
some typed -reductions in 
IT
, inv olving redexes which are corresponding in
dierent components of an in tersection term, must be performed in parallel:
in fact they are copies of the same untyped redex. 
0
IT
is a variant of 
IT
,
with a completely sequential behaviour, obtained b y relaxing the formation
rules of terms. The second language, 
2
IT
, is obtained from a modication of
IL, which allows the connective ^ to hav e not xed arity, in order to better
deal with its commutative and associative properties.
The typed language proposed in [2] is similar to 
2
IT
, having ^ not xed
arity, but it diers from it in the (^ E) rule, in the sense that it just allows to
extract one of the components of an intersection. I.e., the following formation
rule of 
2
IT
:

M

1
^:::^
n
2 
0
IT
and fi
1
; :::; i
m
g  f1; :::; ng imply
(D
i
1
;:::;i
m
((M

1
1
::: ^M

n
n
)

1
:::^
n
)

i
1
^:::^
i
m
2 
0
IT
.
is replaced by:
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
M

1
^:::^
n
belongs to the language implies (D
i
((M

1
1
::: ^M

n
n
)

i
:::^
n
)

i
be-
longs to the language.
While this language is apparently easier, derivations in it can be more diÆcult.
In fact, let consider the term in 
IT
: (D
l
(x)
(^)^(^))
)
^
. In 
2
IT
, it can be
simplied in (D
1;2
(x)
^^^
)
^
. In the language in [2] the term corresponding
to it, built from the same axioms, is ((D
1
(x)
^^^
)

^ (D
2
(x)
^^^
)

)
^
.
The operational semantics of this language is not studied.
The typed language 
CIL
, proposed in [11] and [12], while built from a
bigger set of connectives, when restricted to the connectives ! and ^, is
similar to 
IT
. 
CIL
has not a logical foundation. The gain of the logical
foundation of 
IT
is essentially in the denition of its operational semantics.
In fact, the decoration of IL generates terms of 
IT
that obey to an h ygiene
condition on the names of variables. Thanks to that condition, the scope of
the parallel typed - reduction can be very easily identied, while in 
CIL
its
denition is quite complex.
The language dened in [6 ] is not a typed language, but it is related to
this work, since it could be easily transformed into an intersection typed one.
It allows ^ having not xed arity, and it succeds in asking that intersection
terms cannot be immediate components of intersection terms. So syntactically
it is quite easy. But it has been dened b yusing strict intersection types, as
dened in [9], whose logical foundation is unclear, since ^ is not treated as a
logical connective.
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